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Abstract. Timetabling is the task of assigning sets of events to periods
of time, taking into account resource-constraints and preferences among
assignments. It is a well-studied field of research and is generally recog-
nized to be a hard problem, both from the perspective of encoding it as
from a computational point of view.
In recent years, there has been increased interest in combining efficient
search algorithms with modelling languages capable of high-level rep-
resentations of real-world domains. Research into such systems is con-
ducted, a.o., in the fields of Constraint Programming and Knowledge
Representation. In this paper, we investigate the use of the modelling
language of first-order logic extended with constructs such as aggregates,
types, definitions and arithmetic, and the idp system, which implements
model generation for this language, to the timetabling problem.
We show the feasibility of the approach and argue that there are impor-
tant advantages both from the modelling point of view, leading to nat-
ural representation of the problem, and from the solving point of view,
taking advantage of efficient automated search techniques like SAT and
constraint propagation.

1 Introduction

Timetabling is a well-studied field of research and is generally known to be hard
to solve, both from the perspective of encoding as from a computational point
of view, belonging to the class of NP-hard constraint optimization problems.
The problem consists of assigning time points to a set of events, taking into
account constraints on resources associated with those events and preferences
among assignments. University timetabling distinguishes between examination
timetabling and course timetabling. In this paper we consider the latter.

Introductions to the basic elements of (automated) timetabling, approaches
to solve the problem and surveys of course and examination timetabling can be
found for example in [22]. Surveys of developments in timetabling can be found
in [2,7,20,14]. Methods generally used to solve the problem are primarily based
on three approaches: local search, e.g. [12], constraint logic programming, e.g.
[21], and integer or mixed-integer programming, e.g. [23].



The requirements for course timetables can be quite different from one univer-
sity to another, but usually the problem is over-constrained. A common approach
is then to make a distinction between hard and soft constraints. The solution to
the problem should satisfy all hard constraints and satisfy the soft constraints
as much as possible. Therefore, soft constraints can also be seen as optimization
objectives for the search algorithms.

In recent years, there has been increased interest in combining efficient search
algorithms with modelling languages which allow high-level, natural representa-
tion of real-world applications. Research into such systems is conducted within
e.g. the fields of Constraint Programming and Knowledge Representation.

At the Knowledge Representation and Reasoning group at the K.U. Leu-
ven, our long-term goal is to build a knowledge base system (KBS) [9]. In such
a system, knowledge about a domain of discourse is stored using a suitable
logic and diverse tasks can be solved by applying various inference methods on
that knowledge. Applied to the timetabling problem, such a KBS would contain
the relevant knowledge about timetabling and the concrete data. By applying
suitable forms of inference, diverse tasks can be accomplished: automatically
generating timetables at the start of the year, automatic verification of hand-
crafted tables, revision of existing timetables as time progresses, . . . , which are
all accomplished by reasoning on the same base of knowledge.

Our aim is to develop forms of inference for a KBS using FO(·) languages.
Here FO(·) stands for the family of extensions of FO with modelling constructs
useful for knowledge representation1. Examples are inductive definitions [8], ag-
gregates, a type hierarchy and arithmetic. The idp system is a step towards such
a general system, implementing model generation for FO(·), a form of inference
capable of generating models of a specification in FO(·).

The key features of a KBS are two-fold:

– The knowledge base language is truly declarative, being completely indepen-
dent of any execution mechanism.

– The specific inference mechanisms are able to use the latest techniques in
their respective fields, for example taking advantage of efficient automated
search techniques like SAT and constraint propagation in model generation.

In this paper, we investigate the application of the idp system, which sup-
ports an instance of FO(·), to solving the timetabling problem. The focus lies on
solutions which are perceived to be regular : there should be some repeated pat-
tern in the timetable over the course of weeks. In practice, non-regular schedules
are almost never used as they complicate planning of other activities too much,
both for students, teachers, rooms, . . .

The main contributions of this paper are, on the one hand, showing the
applicability of soft constraints to handle regularity constraints in timetabling
applications. On the other hand, demonstrating the value of high-level modelling

1 ←Standard notation for extending FO with constructs of a class C is FO(C). Well-
known examples are FO(LFP) - FO extended with least-fixpoint constructs and
FO(ID) - FO extended with an inductive definition construct.



Fig. 1. A model illustrating the application domain of scheduling university courses.

and declarative problem solving in general and of the idp system in particular
for such applications. The paper is an extension of the work done in the mas-
ter’s thesis “Modelling of timetables” [15]. We also show experimental results
by generating timetables for practicals for the first bachelor year of informatics
students at the K.U. Leuven.

2 What Are the Timetable Requirements?

We will now introduce the basic concepts involved in course scheduling. An
overview of the domain is presented in figure 1.

A course consists of a set of sessions, events with a specific content that
make out (part of) the course’s syllabus. A course is taught by a set of teachers
(professors, assistants, . . . ) and taken by at least one group of students. A time
slot is a period in time, characterized by a start and end point. A timetable
consists of a set of planned sessions: instances of a session with an associated
group and a time slot. For each session, the number of planned sessions depends
on the number of teachers, the number of students taking the course, . . .

This domain model will be used throught the rest of the paper. No men-
tion was made of other relevant resource constraints, such as available rooms,
available computers, . . . Leaving them out at this stage is motivated by the well-
known scheduling practice of dividing the problem in a sequence of increasingly
concrete scheduling problems, where the result of the previous problem is used
as input for the next. This reduces the complexity of the separate scheduling
problems, but potentially leads to suboptimal solutions. The domain model also
takes abstraction of the effective person teaching a certain class or which stu-
dents are in which group. It is assumed that a teacher only teaches one course
and students are in only one group.

Time slots are discretized by dividing a semester into a number of weeks
and a day into a specified number of available slots (e.g. 8-9am, 9-10am, . . . ). A
time slot is then represented by a week, a weekday and a start and end slot. A
session has a number of (consecutive) slots it takes and a week in which it is be
preferably taught. Sessions of the same course are also ordered.

Any valid timetable is subject to a set of hard and soft constraints. Our
timetabling application is subject to the following hard constraints:



– A group cannot attend multiple planned sessions in the same time slot.
– For each combination of a group and a session of a course the group takes,

one concrete session is planned (groups are assumed to be atomic).
– On holidays, no sessions are planned.
– The length of a session is taken into account.

The main focus in this paper is on the soft constraints involved in timetabling
and specifically, generating timetables with a high degree of regularity. Infor-
mally, the table of some course is regular with respect to a group taking the
course if its planned sessions take place on the same days and slots over the
weeks and are taught to the same group of students. A complete timetable is
then regular if it is regular for all courses and groups. Regularity is a very desir-
able property of timetables, for obvious reasons: both students and teachers can
work along some fixed lines and can get to know each-other over time, improv-
ing cooperation. When naively generating timetables without enforcing such a
constraint, it is almost never satisfied.

Next to regularity, the following other soft constraints are considered:

– Sessions should be planned in their preferred week. If this is not possible,
planning them later than their preferred week is considered better than plan-
ning them early.

– Sessions should not be planned at noon or in the earliest and latest slots
of each day. For Monday morning and Friday afternoon, this is even more
important.

– Having contiguous periods of planned sessions for the same group is preferred
to having free slots in between.

3 Reasoning on Logic Theories

3.1 FO(·)

For representing the knowledge about our problem domain in a declarative way,
we use a logic based on full first-order logic, extended with constructs to make
it better suited for representing knowledge in a natural way. In general, the
class of those languages is be denoted by FO(·): they are based on FO, but
extended by a number of additional language constructs. In this paper, we focus
on a specific instantiation of FO(·), one which allows to express all concepts
appearing in the timetabling domain in a natural fashion. This instantiation is
the language which extends FO with inductive definitions, aggregate functions,
partial functions, arithmetic and a hierarchical typing system (so it might be
denoted FO(ID, Agg, Part, Arith, Type)). We will now introduce the language
constructs relevant for the discussion at hand, for the remainder we refer the
reader to [24]. Abusing notation, FO(·) will be used in the rest of the paper to
refer to this instantiation whenever it is clear from the context.

A specification < Σ, T, S > in FO(·) is a knowledge base consisting of the
vocabulary Σ, the theory T and a σ-structure S for a subset σ of Σ. A vo-
cabulary contains a hierarchy of types, a set of typed symbols (predicates and



functions) and an infinite set of typed variables. A (partial) Σ-structure assigns
interpretations to all types and a (partial) interpretation to the symbols of Σ.

Terms and formulas are defined by mutual recursion. A term is defined re-
cursively as

– a (typed) variable is a term.

– if f is a function symbol and t1, . . . tn are terms, then f(t1, . . . tn) is a term.

– if agg is an aggregate function symbol and φ(x) is a formula with free variables
x, then agg({x|φ(x)}) is a term.

An aggregate function symbol is interpreted by an aggregate function, a func-
tion mapping (multi)-sets of domain elements to a domain element. We consider
the multi-set aggregates maximum, minimum, sum and count/cardinality, which
all map sets of integers to respectively the maximum element, the minimum ele-
ment, the sum and the number of elements of the set. These aggregate functions
are denoted respectively as max, min, sum and #.

A formula is defined recursively as

– if P is a predicate symbol and t1, . . . tn are terms, then P (t1, . . . tn) is a
formula (denoted as an atom).

– if φ(x) and ψ(y) are formulas, then applying the following (FO) connectives
also yields formulas: ∀x : φ(x), ∃x : φ(x), φ(x) ∧ ψ(y), φ(x) ∨ ψ(y), ¬φ(x).

A (possibly inductive) definition∆ consists of rules of the form P (x) ← φ(x),
with P a predicate symbol and φ(x) a logical formula. Inductive definitions follow
evaluation according to the well-founded semantics [8].

An FO(·) theory consists of a set of formulas and a set of definitions ∆. A
model of an FO(·) theory over a vocabulary Σ is a Σ-structure satisfying all
formulas and all definitions.

In the rest of the paper, no recursively defined concepts are used, in which
case a defined literal is true if and only if any of its rules are satisfied.

For any variable, its type is the type of the argument positions in which
the variable appears 2. The type of a quantified variable v can also be specified
explicitly to be type t, denoted as ∀v[t] or ∃v[t].

Example 1. An example timetabling vocabulary might contain among others a
group and a course type and a predicate linking students to the courses they
take:

type group, type course, takes(group, course)

The theory can then express for example the constraint that each course has at
least one group. This can be formalized in FO(·) by the formula

∀ c : ∃ g : takes(g, c)

2 ←The idp system supports hierarchies of types and uses a type derivation system
to infer the correct type of variables. Such hierarchies are not used in this paper.



The structure will among others contain an interpretation for the courses and
the groups (both denoted here by their informal name) and the interpretation
of the “takes” relationship:

group = {Bach1,Master2, . . .}
course = {Linear Algebra, Informatics,Organic Chemistry, . . .}
takes = {(Bach1, Informatics), (Master2, Organic Chemistry), . . .}

3.2 Model Expansion

The idp system implements one form of inference for FO(·), namely finite domain
model expansion [18]. The task of model expansion is, given a specification <
Σ,T, S >, with S a finite (partial) σ-structure (σ ⊆ Σ), to expand S to a
model of T . Model expansion generalizes both model checking (σ = Σ) and
model generation for a given finite domain (σ is empty). We denote the model
expansion problem of expanding structure S to a model of theory T over Σ as
MX(< Σ, T, S >).

The task of model minimization, denoted MM(< Σ, T, S >,O) is an exten-
sion of the model expansion task MX(< Σ, T, S >). O represents a (pre-)order
on the Σ-structures extending S. The task is then to find optimal models of T :
models M such that no other model M ′ exists that M ′ < M according to O.

Example 2. Consider the FO(·) specification < Σ, T, S > and pre-order O shown
below. Optimal models of this theory have a cost of 2, or equivalently, on each
day exactly two planned sessions take place.

Σ = {type plannedsession, type day, on(plannedsession) : day, cost : int}
T = {cost = max( { #({s|s ∈ plannedsession ∧ on(s) = d}) | d ∈ day} )

S = {plannedsession = {1..10}, day = {1..5}, . . .}

Order = M < M ′ iff costM < costM
′

The idp system is a state-of-the-art model expansion system, as has been shown
in the Answer Set Programming competition [10], where the task is to solve tasks
by modelling them in a declarative framework and then applying automated
inference techniques.

Model expansion inference in the idp system is implemented by two main
components:

– The grounder reduces an FO(·) theory to an equivalent propositional the-
ory [24]. The grounder combines state-of-the-art grounding technology with
a symbolic reasoning algorithm to derive which formulas of the propositional
theory are certainly true or certainly false in models of that theory. This in-
formation is exploited to efficiently simplify the propositional theory while
it is constructed.



– The solver [16] searches for models of the propositional theory generated by
the grounder. The core of the solver is a SAT solver, i.e., a model genera-
tor for propositional logic. Currently, we use the SAT solver MiniSat [11].
Propagation techniques from CP and SAT-Modulo-Theories [19], as well as
specialized algorithms [16], complement the SAT-based search to efficiently
handle the additional language constructs like aggregates and inductive def-
initions.

Model minimization in idp is implemented in a relatively standard way on
top of model expansion with an anytime branch-and-bound algorithm. The min-
imization pre-order is specified as a logical term t and an order on the range
type. Search is conducted in a top-down fashion by incrementally reducing the
values t can still take. At the start of the search, no restrictions are imposed.
When a model M is found with tM = n, the constraint t < n is added 3. An-
other strategy would be to use bottom up search, starting with a minimal initial
bound on t and incrementally loosening the bound when no model exists, but
this has several drawbacks compared to the top-down strategy:

– Top-down search results in an anytime algorithm: at anytime during the
search when the computation is interrupted, the last model found is the
best one found. This is especially useful for timetabling problems as it is
well-known that suboptimal solutions are often acceptable and the optimal
solution often takes too long to find. With bottom-up search, the first model
found is the optimal one.

– Experimental results have shown that performing a bottom-up search often
converges slower to the optimal solution. One reason is that proving that no
model exists is in many cases more expensive than finding a model.

– SAT-solvers infer additional constraints during search (implied by the the-
ory but not explicitated) which further reduce the search space. Such learnt
constraints remain trivially valid when the theory is incrementally strength-
ened (as in top-down search), but not when the theory is loosened (as in
bottom-up search);

Considering the relation between modelling and performance, there are two
main issues concerning the complexity of the idp model expansion algorithm.
Firstly, the size of the logical theory increases during the transformation into
the ground format. This increase is exponential in the largest quantification
depth of any formula in the theory. For example, given a formula ∀x : φ(x) or
∃x : φ(x), the grounding will contain n instantiations of φ(x), with n the domain
size of the type of x. Consequently, the modelling approach should avoid using
deep nesting of quantifications. Secondly, increasing the size of the domain, for
example to increase the granularity of the time slots, increases both grounding
size and solving time.

3 ←Previous, less stringent constraints are removed.



4 Modelling the timetabling application

The approach we take to model timetabling is to cast it as an FO(·) model
minimization problem MM(< Σ, T, S >,O). Hard constraints are represented
as logical formulas, the pre-order will reflect the influence of the soft constraints.
We will then use idp to solve the model minimization problem.

Before presenting how the constraints are modelled as a logical theory, we
introduce the technique reification and how it applies here.

4.1 Modelling aspects

When generating a logical specification from a problem description, it is im-
portant to keep the number of variables in any constraint to a minimum. Next
to reducing the size of the propositional theory (see previous section), it also
increases the modularity, reuse and compactness of the specification. Consider
for example the issue of modelling a time slot, which is identified by a week,
a day, a start slot and an end slot. A predicate relating a planned session to
its time slot might be modelled as time(plannedsession,week, day, start, end),
but using it would be awkward: we always have to quantify over all arguments.
The technique reification, a well-known technique in knowledge representation,
remedies this. Reification denotes the practice of creating an “artificial” identi-
fier for a tuple of information. Then, the identifier can be used instead of the full
tuple of information, effectively abstracting the information itself. This concept
is well-known from a.o. database practice, where keys are used as identifiers to
records, allowing to refer to any record by only using its key as opposed to the
full record.

Example 3. Consider the constraint that the start slot has to precede the end
slot. Using the predicate time(plannedsession,week, day, start, end), this is ex-
pressed as:

∀ g w d s : time(ps, w, d, s, e)⇒ s ≤ e

Using reification, a new type tps is introduced which identifies a planned ses-
sion. Its properties can be represented as binary symbols group(tps) : group,
start(tps) : slot, . . . The above-mentioned constraint is then expressed as

∀ s[tps] : start(s) ≤ end(s)

There are several consequences to using reification. It increases modularity
and reuse by providing an extra layer of abstraction. Also, it allows to reduce
the size of logical formulas, by not having to quantify over spurious variables.

On the downside, an upper bound is necessary on the number of tuples that
can be in the relationship. Otherwise the upper bound will equal the number of
possible combinations of arguments and reification will not reduce the proposi-
tional theory. Secondly, as which identifier maps to which tuple is not defined
(not knowing which tuples will be in the relationship) and as there might be too
many identifiers (if the upper bound is an approximation), an important number



of (additional) symmetries are introduced in the problem. Symmetry breaking
constraints can be introduced to remedy this, by restricting which identifiers can
map to which tuples, as shown in the following example.

Example 3. (continued) Given the previous reified planned session type tps, the
number of symmetries can be (statically4) restricted by adding constraints:

∀ s1[tps] s2[tps] : s1 < s2 ⇒ week(s1) ≤ week(s2)

∀ s1[tps] s2[tps] : (s1 < s2 ∧ week(s1) ≤ week(s2))⇒ group(s1) ≤ group(s2)

. . .

If the upper bound is an approximation, a predicate used(tpc) is introduced
indicating which identifiers are effectively in use. Constraints of the form ∀s : φ(s)
are then converted into ∀s : used(s)⇒ φ(s). A similar transformation applies to
existential quantification.

4.2 From specification to FO(·)

Applied to our setting, reification is used both for representing concepts from the
domain and for all constraints. It can be applied to domain concepts (course,
group, . . . ) that have an upper bound on the number of tuples in the relationship.
For each such domain concept c, we create a type tc for c (tuple identifiers).
For each tuple of c known in advance, a unique identifier is created and its
associations are modelled using that identifier. This set of identifiers is extended
with upperbound unique identifiers, where upperbound is the maximum number
of additional tuples in c. If upperbound is an approximation, any association
which is a function has to be partial to allow for non-assigned identifiers.

Example 4. Consider the concept planned session, consisting of (among others)
a week, day, start and end slot. Its association with a session is represented by
the function sessionOf(week, day, start, end) : session. Assume that we know
that < week12, day2, slot1, slot2 > is a fixed planned session associated with
session session5. Furthermore, there will be at most 3 other planned sessions.

The concept planned session is reified into a type tps, consisting of the iden-
tifiers {a, b, c, d} (1 known + 3 others). The properties are represented as the
functions sessionOf(tps) : session, weekOf(tps) : week, dayOf(tps) : day,
. . . and the partial interpretation maps sessionOf(a) to session5, weekOf(a)
to week12, dayOf(a) to day2, . . .

Constraints often occur multiple times in the same specification, for exam-
ple as sub-constraints of multiple, larger ones. Also, multiple timetabling tasks
might differ only in which constraints they consider. In general, reuse of con-
straints should be easy. A modelling technique serving this purpose is to intro-
duce additional symbols which represent whether a constraint is satisfied or not

4 ←Symmetries can be broken statically, by adding extra constraints to the theory,
or dynamically, by controlling the exploration of the search space by the search
algorithm.



(or whether it should be satisfied or not). In the following, we demonstrate how
to model hard and soft constraints and how to allow easy reuse.

A hard constraint can be seen as a condition which is required to be fulfilled.
Using the created vocabulary, this condition is represented by a logical formula
φ. An additional predicate c is introduced which represents the truth of φ. The
hard constraint is then modelled by adding the rule c← φ to the theory and the
fact that c is true to the structure. This allows to switch the constraint on or off
depending to solve various tasks by only changing the structure. Also, c can be
used as an abstraction for the constraint itself in other constraints.

Example 5. The hard constraint that no sessions should be planned on a holiday,
is represented as follows (the predicate holiday(week, day) represents which days
are holidays).

keepHolidaysFree← ∀ s[tps] : ¬holiday(weekOf(s), dayOf(s))

The associated structure asserts the reified atom: keepHolidaysFree = true.

Any soft constraint can be seen as a condition and a cost for violating the
condition (cost). Again, an additional predicate c is introduced which represents
the truth of the condition. But instead of adding c to the structure, a cost
function fc is created which is defined to be 0 if the condition holds and equal to
cost otherwise. Here, c is used to represent the condition, as shown in the next
example.

Example 6. For each planned session, the cost is 1 if it is not planned in the
preferred week of its session. This can be represented as:

∀s : inPrefferedWeek(s)← weekOf(s) = preferredWeekOf(sessionOf(s))

∀s : costinPrefferedWeek(s) = 0⇔ inPrefferedWeek(s)

∀s : costinPrefferedWeek(s) = 1⇔ ¬inPrefferedWeek(s)

As a last part of creating the logical specification, a constant cost : int is created
which represents the cost of the violation of all soft constraints. It is defined
as the sum of the cost functions of all the soft constraints, over all their do-
main elements. For example, two cost functions, f1 and f2, with arities 1 and 2
respectively, result in the following global cost function:

cost = sum({y |∀ x : y = f1(x)} ∪ {z |∀ x y : z = f2(x, y)})

This cost is used as the pre-order on the interpretations and allows to minimize
of the violation of the soft constraints.

In the next section we will discuss how to represent the constraint on the
regularity of schedules. The other soft constraints are not discussed in detail, as
they follow straightforwardly from the presented ideas.



4.3 Regularity Requirements

It turned out that formalizing the concept of regularity was quite difficult. The
basic case is straightforward: if all sessions of a specific course for some group
of students always take place on Thursday at 2pm, this is clearly regular. What
about a timetable organising 2 sessions in odd weeks and 1 in even weeks? This
probably also qualifies as quite regular. To decide whether a timetable is regular,
we introduce the concept of regularity patterns (in short, denoted as patterns),
which define which assignments of sessions to time slots qualify as regular. Such
a pattern would consist of a set of rules that define which slots can be assigned
to which sessions as a function of the weeks. The regularity pattern in the first
example is the pattern which maps all sessions of the course to the slot on
Thursdays at 2pm. In the second, it is the pattern which maps sessions n and
n+ 1 to an odd week week and n+ 2 to the next (even) week.

Clearly, many such regular patterns are possible, leading to a three-step
approach to generate regular timetables: pattern selection - pattern instantiation
- timetable generation. Firstly, a subset of allowed patterns is fixed (selection).
An example selection might be to only allow patterns which assign the same day
and slot to a group and course combination, independent of the weeks. Secondly,
a model minimization problem is solved that instantiates one pattern for each
group and course combination. This comes down to choosing the effective slot(s)
in which the group will preferably take sessions of the course. If (according to
the pattern) each group and course are be assigned exactly one day and slot, we
will denote this as the default session for that group and course. The final step
then consists of generating the complete timetable. As a measure of regularity
of the timetables, a cost is assigned to the “distance” between a timetable and
the instantiated patterns.

In this paper, the allowed patterns are patterns which assign the same day
and slot to a group and course combination, independent of the weeks. An obvi-
ous disadvantage to this approach is that a bad instantiation will lead to subop-
timal timetables. This happens for example if there are more sessions to a course
than weeks in the semester (no low-cost timetables will exist then). Experiments
in this direction are part of future work, but a better pattern selection might be
to guess how many default slots will be necessary for a course.

In the pattern instantiation step, the following hard constraints are used in
the model minimization:

– No sessions are planned across noon.

– The number of planned sessions on the same timeslot cannot exceed the
number of available teachers.

– No planned sessions should coincide for the same group.

– The session length is taken into account.

A new cost function is introduced for this minimization problem which reflects
how busy a specific day and slot will be across the term. It maps a day and slot
combination to a linear combination of



– The number of sessions of each course of which the default session is planned
on that day and slot.

– The number of holidays on that day.
– Whether the slot is preferred (recall, e.g. Monday morning was not).

The total cost is then defined as a function of the costs of each day and slot.
Preferably, the cost of a busy day should weigh more on the total cost than
the cost of several less busy days (there is a preference of spreading the work
over a week). As the idp system cannot handle non-linear functions efficiently
(modelling the total cost as e.g. a quadratic summation might seem appropriate),
the total cost was defined as the maximum of the costs of each day and slot.

5 Experiments

Experiments were conducted by generating timetables for the scheduling of one
term (13 weeks) of courses for the first bachelor year in informatics, 2010-2011
at the Katholieke Universiteit of Leuven. Courses consist of a series of lectures
and a series of practicals. The dates of lectures are known in advance (they are
scheduled by another university division) and were used as partial interpretation
of the planned sessions. The lecture timetable is quite regular, except for some
special cases like holidays. Each problem instance has 3 groups of students, which
all take the same courses, and 2 teachers for each course.

From this dataset, we conducted several experiments 5, by varying both the
number of groups to schedule and the length of the term.

The time to instantiate the patterns is orders of magnitude below the time to
find the full schedule (as expected). In figure 2, such an optimal default pattern
is shown for one group of students. As expected, there are no overlapping default
sessions, as there is room enough in between the lectures.

Originally, the symmetry breaking constraints, introduced in 4, were included
in the experiments. Such constraints cause a blow-up in the propositional theory
for large domains, as each domain element is related to all other domain elements.
This blow-up effectively forced us to disable the symmetry breaking constraints
for the larger data sets. As symmetry breaking constraints are important in
efficiently proving that no better solutions exist, optimality for those data sets
was never proven within the imposed time bounds. On the other hand, the last
(suboptimal) solution found before timeout, even on those data sets, proved to
be sufficiently regular for practical use.

Table 1 shows the total time it took to find an optimal timetable, including
pattern instantiation and grounding. A timeout of 30 minutes was used. All cases
in which the optimum was found were very regular schedules, indicating that the
soft constraints were chosen quite well.

5 ←The experiments were conducted using version 2.17 of the idp system,
which can be found on http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/krr/software/download.
All datasets and the experimental setup can be found on
http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/krr/research/experiments. Experiments were conducted
on an Ubuntu 11.04 system, with 4Gb of RAM and a dual-core 2.53 GHz processor



Fig. 2. A one-week timetable containing the generated default sessions for one group
of the data set. Vertical axis denotes the days of the week, horizontal axis the time slots
available each day. The grey positions denote the moments that a lecture takes place
and white, labelled positions indicate the default time slot for the associated practicals.

# weeks 1 group 2 groups 3 groups # weeks 1 group 2 groups 3 groups

1 0.1 1.1 5 8 15* 641* ###*
2 0.7 3.4 22 9 28* 1342* ###*
3 1.5 8.4 174 10 48* 1875* ###*
4 3.7 29 ### 11 61* ###* ###*
5 3.1 54 ### 12 88* ###* ###*
6 6.8* 180* ###* 13 130* ###* ###*
7 10* 285* ###*

Table 1. The time taken to find an optimal timetable as a function of the number
of groups and the length of the term. Disabled symmetry breaking constraints are
indicated by ∗, ### indicates that optimality was not proven within the time bound.

6 Related and Future Work

Researchers from several communities such as operations research, metaheuris-
tics [14] and constraint programming have been trying for some time to find
general, workable solutions for timetabling applications.

Within the specific application of course timetabling, a number of general
problem formulations have been proposed in [5], providing a generic way to
compare timetabling systems. As part of future work, we will model those in
FO(·) and compare the performance of idp with state-of-the-art systems.

The link with graph colouring has inspired a lot of approximation algorithms
that use metaheuristics to find ”good enough” solutions, including genetic al-
gorithms, tabu search and simulated annealing. Another line of research uses
mixed integer programming and optimizes an objective function [23].

Also constraint programming has been used to solve timetabling problems:
constraints model the knowledge and solutions are found by interleaving con-
straint propagation and search. Within the field of SAT, SAT technology has



recently been used to tackle timetabling problems by casting them as maximum
satisfiability problems and using max-SAT technology to find good solutions, see
e.g. [1]. The approach taken in this paper is a hybrid of CP and SAT technology,
by using a SAT-solver as backend, but using specialised propagation mechanisms
for numeric constraints like sum and cardinality and for inductive definitions.

Within the constraint programming community, the treatment of soft con-
straints is supported by the semiring-based formalism [3,4]. The formalism ex-
tends the classical constraint notion by adding the concept of a structure repre-
senting the levels of satisfiability of the constraints.

One future task is to compare our approach with other high-level modelling
languages and their associated systems, both in terms of ease of modelling and
performance. Related languages are Zinc [17], based on Constraint Programming
methodologies and Answer Set Programming [13], based on logic programs.

Furthermore, we will be looking at other instances of course timetabling, for
example the master years of informatics, in which the students are able to choose
courses on an individual basis (which increases the problem complexity). We also
intend to deploy the system at the K.U. Leuven in the long run, after solving
the scalability issues related to the intricate interleaving of the curricula.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we present an approach to solving the university timetabling prob-
lem, taking regularity constraints into account. The approach was based on mod-
elling the problem in a declarative, high-level language and using an automatic
reasoning mechanism to find solutions.

Using FO(·) as a modelling language proved to be adequate, allowing for
a short (few hundred lines of code), adaptable and more importantly, natural
representation of the problem, even in the presence of soft constraints. The ex-
periments show that using the idp system and its model minimization inference
are capable of tackling the problem for practically usable problem sizes, after
applying a number of optimizations to reduce the search space.
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